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LANDSCAPE PAINTING WITH JOHN A. VARRIANO 

SUGGESTED MATERIALS LIST: 

The following materials should be considered: 

-A portable easel  

(if you plan on continuing to landscape paint you may want to invest in a good quality easel. There are many available 

today. A good resource for the plein air painter is Judsons Art Outfitters.  There are also simple aluminum easels that are 

relatively inexpensive. Remember that sturdiness is important. Landscape painting is difficult enough without the 

challenges of an unstable easel). 

-A wood or plastic palette. 12” x 16” minimum. If wood, it’s preferable if the surface is sealed 

-Two palette cups. 

-Painting medium (linseed oil) and painting solvent (odorless mineral spirits or turpentine if using oil) 

-An empty jar or two for mixing medium and storing solvent 

-Colors:  large tube of titanium white , cadmium lemon or yellow light, cadmium orange, cadmium red light, yellow 

ochre, permanent alizarin crimson, pthalo green or viridian, pthalo blue or cerulean blue hue,  ultramarine blue, black. 

-Canvas, canvas panels, or gesso panels (assorted sizes) no smaller than 8”x 10” and no larger than 16” x 20” (note that if 

you decide to use canvas, bring a piece of cardboard to block sunlight from passing through the back of the canvas) 

- Brushes: Natural bristle filberts (Nos. 2,4,6 – two of each, if you plan on working on a larger surface get some bigger 

brushes), A couple of synthetic flat brushes for smoothing down large areas of paint ( ½ “ and 1” wide), a couple of small 

round brushes, synthetic or sable, for detail work. 

-Sketchbook for notes and drawing studies 

-Rags or paper towels (bring plastic bag for all garbage disposal) 

-Wide brim hat 

-Folding chair (optional) 

-Large umbrella (optional) 

-A couple of c-clamps 

-Sun block 

-Bug spray (!) 

-Rain Poncho in case of rain shower 

-Water and lunch 


